Interconnected smoke alarms wiring diagram

Battery-powered smoke detectors are stand-alone units. But if you have AC-powered smoke
detectors in your home and your home has been built in the last 10 years in the U. This sort of
wiring guarantees that if one alarm in the house goes off, they all go off. Even if the fire starts
and is detected in the basement, people asleep upstairs will hear the alarm because of this
safety feature -- every alarm in the house goes off. If you buy an AC-powered smoke detector
today, it will have three wires -- black, white and red. Black accepts volts AC, white is neutral,
and red is the intercommunication wire. All of the alarms operate off the same circuit from the
fuse box and are normally connected using normal wire for three-way switches see How
Three-Way Switches Work for details -- this wiring contains black, white and red wires in a
Romex casing. The electrician runs the red wire from alarm to alarm to interconnect them. When
any alarm detects a fire, it sends a 9-volt signal on the red wire. Any alarm that detects a 9-volt
signal on the red wire will begin sounding its alarm immediately. Most alarms can handle about
a dozen units intercommunicating on the same red wire. It's a very simple and a very effective
system. Lots More Information. Related Content " ". How to Install a Home Security System.
How Burglar Alarms Work. How Carbon Monoxide Detectors Work. Is insulation dangerous? Not
all municipalities have building codes about smoke alarm installation and location. The general
rule, though, is that they should be placed at critical locations on every floor in the house. There
are a few different types of smoke detectors available, but they can generally be classified as
either AC smoke alarms also known as interconnected or hardwired smoke detectors , or
battery operated units. Each has its particular advantages for specific installations or usage. In
these cases, a battery-operated system not requiring the use of terminal boxes or wiring may be
more appropriate, and will still remain in operation the event of a power outage , providing that
the battery is good and regularly maintained. But battery-powered units have the set-back to
need immediate attendance when battery replacement is required, which should be once or
twice a year according to U. Fire Administration USFA unless it's a unit equipped with a year
non-replaceable lithium-powered battery that will last the life of the alarm. Some
battery-operated alarms come with a wireless capability to communicate with other units
through radio frequency transmission, which is sometimes preferred for ease and cost of
installation. The weakness of these systems is obviously that they rely solely on batteries for
power, while hardwired systems are physically connected to an energy source, allowing them to
reliably alert all units. Hardwired systems often include a battery backup component. Most
municipality codes prevents the use of battery-operated units in new construction, requiring
hardwired alarms in all new residences Figure 2. With the unit separated as in Figure 3 , the
wires from the alarm are shown connected inside the junction box in the ceiling. The hardwired
systems are a bit more difficult and expensive to install, requiring terminal boxes and wiring
through walls and ceilings, from the main electric panel and interconnecting between each of
the alarms in the house. Some units are a bit easier to work with and maintain, as they come
with a harness with a quick disconnect to plug into the back of the unit, as in Figure 4 here:.
Before making any decisions on make, model, or type of alarms to install, it is best to contact
your local fire department or city hall to find out about code requirements and restrictions in
your area. In most cases, a minimum of one unit per floor level of the house is required,
including the basement. More reliable hard-wired units also have battery back-up for added
safety, in case of power outages. A life-saving advantage of the interconnected systems
installed in all the critical areas of the house is that each individual unit can triggers a general
alarm throughout the entire home, no matter where the fire originated from, to warn all its
residents of imminent danger. Also worth mentioning is that the hard-wired system can be
connected directly to alert the fire station in case of fire. If a human error was to cause someone
to forget replacing a battery, the wireless system would become useless while the hard-wired
would still be operating. As illustrated in Figure 5, the black wire is always the hot wire, the
white is neutral, and the bare ground wire is always connected to all the other grounds and to
the electrical box inside each one, making everything safe and grounded within the circuit.
There are three wires present inside the alarmâ€”one is black, one is white and the third is red
or sometimes yellow. Some models might also have a green grounding wire. As soon as the
breaker is switched on, it will supply volts to all the alarms and all the black wires connected
together, with a return path through the white wires also all connected together. That leaves one
free wire inside the detector, a red or sometimes yellow wire which purpose is to send a signal
to all the other detectors or receive a signal from any of the other detectors connected to it. That
way, if an alarm detects smoke in the basement while the occupants of the dwelling are in a
room on the top floor and out of hearing range, as soon as the alarm is triggered in the
basement, the signal is simultaneously transmitted to the yellow wire triggering every other
alarm on that circuit throughout the house. The smoke alarms must be installed and kept in a
clean environment to work properly, as dust and grime can accumulate inside and alter how

they operate. The units must be dusted and vacuumed regularly. On some models, the batteries
must be replaced at least once every six months or once a year, depending on the model, so it
is best to consult the installation manual to verify which one applies. On some units supplied
with lithium-powered battery, the battery will last the life of the smoke alarm and cannot be
replaced. Those units must be replaced every 10 years. Any smoke alarm must be replaced
every 10 years since that is their life expectancy. The units must be kept free of paint, stickers,
decorations, or anything else that could alter their performance. We welcome your comments
and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to
this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Smoke Detector Wiring Written by Charles Ouellet. Basics
Electrical Wiring. Related Posts Installing 4 wire smoke detecter with or without Pgm? I have
only one smoke detector to install in my alarm system and I installe Read More. Replacing wired
smoke detectors. There are six wired smoke detectors installed in my house. I bought six new
Unused ADT smoke detector-can this be replaced? We have an unused ADT the entire system is
unplugged and deactivated wired Heat rate of rise sensors, CO detectors and smoke detectors.
Related Posts Wireless smoke detector wiring. Wiring to smoke detector. Hi, I'm trying to
reinstall a smoke detector and, when I take it off, it ap Wiring smoke detectors? Popular
Articles. Installing Hard-Wired Smoke Detectors. By Charles Ouellet. Hot Topics: Alarm System
Terminology. By Caleb Mayo. By Justin Stewart. Fire Safety Awareness and Smoke Alarms. By
Nico Rosso. Log in or Sign up. DIYnot Forums. Hi, I am wiring a series of mains interconnected
smoke alarms using 3 -core and earth cable. The alarms do not have an earth terminal. This
wiring plan was suggested as it would avoid using the earth for the interconnection wire, and
therefore potentially confusing anyone else examining the wiring. Am intending to connect the
black to the line with a brown sleeve , brown to neutral, and grey to the interconnect, but what
to do with the unused earth wire? I could connect it up along the smoke alarm junction boxes,
but I think this would be dangerous, as although it would be connected at one end to the
consumer unit, nothing else would be connected to it. I could trim it back to the flex which
might be better. I understand you can get special interconnect wire, but it is probably better in
the protective sleeve that comes with conventional cable. Any ideas please? Hartly , 22 Nov
Belle , 22 Nov I'd use brown as the live, grey sleeved blue as neutral and black sleeved brown as
the interlink. Spark , 22 Nov Ditto from me Brown as the live, Grey with Blue sleeve as Neutral
and Black sleeved brown as the interlink. Earth with sleeve on into a connector. ShropshireLad ,
19 Nov Ditto on the colours. The earth conductor must be connected to the circuit's earth at
beginning and be connected through each alarm location so there is still an earth at the last
fitting. This conductor is properly called the circuit protective conductor cpc its there for a
purpose. Iys there to provide an earth fault path if the cable is damaged. You'll also need it to
determine the value of Zs for the circuit. Taylortwocities , 19 Nov I personally have always used
flat 3 core with no cpc. Brown live, Black neutral, grey as the interconnector. No sleeving!
Sparks , 18 Jul Taylortwocities , 18 Jul Thanks x 1. I hate people who dont earth or cut off. Just
worked on a fire system FP and all earthing cut out. Fitted by a national company. Quoted to
rewire. Alarm , 18 Jul JohnW2 , 19 Jul EFLImpudence , 19 Jul You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Related Threads. Replies: 5 Views: 1, Gutterball 3 Aug Replies: 3
Views: Greenie 25 Jun Replies: 2 Views: 2, PrenticeBoyofDerry 20 Mar Replies: 9 Views:
Replies: 4 Views: 2, Mains wired interconnected smoke detectors???? Massie , 10 Mar , in
forum: Electrics UK. Replies: 4 Views: 1, Replies: 16 Views: 3, Lectrician 2 Jun Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Learn the step-by-step process for installing
a hardwired alarm. Locate the junction box and turn off power. Black wire hot. Use a wire nut to
attach the orange wire on the connector to the orange wire in the junction box. Insert the power
connector into the plug on the back of your alarm. Tuck any hanging wires into the junction
box. Remove the pull-tab to activate the backup battery. If you are installing more alarms, repeat
the process throughout the building. Interconnected units must meet all requirements:. The
total length of wire interconnecting the units should be less than feet. All interconnected alarms
should sound. Repeat this process to test each alarm in the interconnected series. To see this
installation guide in video format, check out this resource from BRK:. Welcome to the First Alert
Digital Assistant. Help me with chirps Help me with false alarms Learn about my alarm's
lifespan. Skip to Main Content. Home Product Support. Expand search. Search Search. Install a
Hardwired First Alert Alarm Learn the step-by-step process for installing a hardwired alarm.
Fields Title Provide a short description of the article. The title appears in the article and in
search results. Install a Hardwired First Alert Alarm. URL Name. Article Text. Number of Views
Number of Views 2. Number of Views 1. First Alert Home. First Alert Store. Privacy Statement.
Cookie Policy. Attach to black wire on power connector. Orange wire interconnect. Additional

CO alarms are recommended feet from sources of CO such as a furnace, water heater or
fireplace. Studies show that smoke alarms save more lives than any other fire prevention
measure. Smoke alarms provide the earliest warning of both fire and smoke. Smoke Alarms. In a
typical home fire, occupants have just minutes to escape. The NFPA also recommends
interconnection of alarms to provide better whole-home protection than stand-alone alarms.
Photoelectric smoke alarms respond to slow burning, visible smoke caused by smoldering
fires. Well suited for use in kitchens and near baths, they are less susceptible to nuisance
alarms caused by cooking or high humidity. A combination alarm installed on every level of the
home is an excellent way to ensure maximum protection for occupants, with a minimum of
installation effort. Heat Alarms In some areas of the house, it is important to use a heat alarm
that senses fire by air temperature, rather than a smoke alarm that senses particles in the air.
The installation of heat alarms in attics finished or unfinished , furnace rooms or garages is
recommended, since these locations occasionally experience conditions that can result in
improper operation of smoke alarms. Most UL approved heat alarms are designed to alarm
when presented with a certain temperature at the alarm. They will not react to smoke and should
not be used to replace smoke alarms, but as a supplement to a complete smoke alarm system.
Mount smoke detectors at least 4 inches from wall or on the wall with the top of the detector
within 4 inches and 12 inches of the highest point of the ceiling. In multi-story units there shall
be a detector at each level and shall be placed at the center of the ceiling 24 inches or more
higher than the hall are required to have a smoke detector on the hall ceiling and in the
bedroom. In new construction when more than one smoke detector is required to be installed
within an individual dwelling, the detectors shall be interconnected by installing the electrical
wiring in such a manner that the actuation of one alarm will activate all of the alarms in the
dwelling. Ask a Question! How to Wire Smoke Detectors. A 3-wire romex is installed to each
location linking the detectors together. For new installations a size can be used. Even though
most detectors do not require a ground, always install and bond the ground conductors
together. See How to Wire it Right! Questions about How to Wire a Smoke Detector. Do You
Need Electrical Help? Helping You Wire it Right. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level of
experience, ability to work with tools for install smoke detectors, and the available access to the
project area. Electrical Wiring Parts and Materials: Electr
lighting circuit wiring diagram multiple lights
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ical parts and materials for smoke detector wiring projects should be approved for the specific
project and compliant with local and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes and Inspections:
Installing additional electrical wiring for smoke detectors should be done according to local and
national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Recent Testimonials I think your site
offers the the clearest and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on the
net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul, from
Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related
resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an
office worker that does not know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids,
Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I
am glad I found it. Please keep it going.

